
                TOPIC –WHAT IS LONG AND WHAT IS ROUND    
               

   CLASS-     II 

 SHAPES- Shapes is the form of an object or its external boundary (outline) is called   shapes.    

       Ex- circle, square, rectangle, triangle, and star  

2D SHAPES- 2D shapes has only two measurements  such as length and height. 

Ex-  circle -  coin, ball, 

Square-      carom board, bread  

      Triangle –mountain ,samosa 

      Rectangle-  book , pencil box 

       Oval-     egg 

 Ex-   cube  -  dice, 

     Cylinder-  water bottle 

    Cuboid   and  cube -     book , pencil box ,dice 

   Cone-  birthday cap ,  icecream  cone 

 Q1-  Match each shape with an object  from your  rea l life 

             Sphere                       

             Cylinder                                            

              Cone                                                  

             Cube                                               

 

 

 

 

 

3D SHAPES -   3D  shapes are solid object   that have three dimensions.  These dimensions  are  length,

                           width,and height. 



 

Q2-Fill in the blanks. 

( cylinder, cone , cube, sphere) 

1. A   ______  is like a party cap.  

2. A ______   is alike a pepsi  can.  

3. A _______ like  a ball .  

4. A ______   is like dice you play  with.  

Q3  -   Draw   some round  , long     and triangle   objects. 

 

 

Q4-  Fill in the blanks with given words:- 

(    four, equal , three, no,  four , opposite         ) 

1. A  square  has  _____  sides  and _______ cornrs.  

2. All  sides of a square  are  _______ 

3. A circle has  _______    sides 

4. A triangle  has   _______ sides 

5. The ______________  sides of a rectangle are equal. 

Q5- ROLLING  AND SLIDING 

SLIDING      - When one  object slides over the surface of another  object .   the resistanc to its  

                          Motion is called  sliding .  

ROLLING-       Rolling an object  is always  faster than  sliding  

 Q6-   Choose  the correct  option.  

1. The  girl   will be   ______        (   roll/   slide   )  

2. The ball   will be     ______      (      roll   / slide ) 

3. coin will  be   ______       (   slide  / roll   /     both  )      

4. The   pencile  will be  _______  (   roll   / slide /  both ) 

Q7- tick (   )  the objects  that are long  and cross (   )  the objects  that are round 

      1-                                2-                     

                                                                          

 


